Deb received her diagnoses. I was so afraid it was the end,
but it actually was the beginning of a journey filled with
prayers and family devotion that sustained us over time. Our
faith was the stabilizing factor in weathering this voyage.
Mom and Dad had taught us at a very early age that prayer
was the source of our strength. Unfortunately, or maybe
fortunately, Dad had passed in 1981 never embarking on this
fight and then Mom passed away in 2006 before my other
siblings and I received the diagnoses for our journeys. With
both of them being so devoted to family, what was to come
would have been heart breaking to them.”

“I wanted a part of the garden’s message to say,
‘I’m here and I stand strong’,” said Beverly.
“But I wanted something that had movement,
symbolizing life goes on.”

Family’s Cancer
Journey Inspires Gift
to Healing Garden

They attribute their success to believing in the power of
prayer. Despite being miles apart, they could reach each
other through prayer. “My sisters would say that this is our
heritage. We learned to believe in a higher power,” says
Beverly.

Growing up on a farm between the rural communities of
Tarkio and Burlington Junction, Beverly (Smith) Blackford
and her four siblings learned the important values of hard
work, prayer and family support.

In 2017, shortly after the new Cancer Care Clinic and
infusion program were opened at Mosaic Medical
Center-Maryville, a cancer care committee was formed to
help meet the financial, spiritual and emotional needs of
local patients. Having been a patient here at the hospital,
Beverly knew that support would be very beneficial to those
to come. This was an opportunity to help others along their
journey. Her husband Jim would say that providing support
to others is a part of her healing process.

Their parents were farmers and their food mostly came from
the family’s huge garden and animals they raised. Little did
they know, in the summer of 1977, they would be entering a
cancer journey that would run its course from their mother,
with skin and colon cancer which was eradicated with
surgery, to all five of the Smith siblings.

“When we have situations like this, from the shock of the
diagnosis, through the treatments, it’s tough not knowing
outcomes,” says Jim. “For Beverly, this is an example of
experiencing difficult situations and seeing beyond the
circumstances to the opportunities to help someone along the
way.”

The first of the siblings to receive a diagnosis was Jim, the
oldest and only brother. He was treated for thyroid cancer in
2000. He later received treatments for prostate and skin
cancer. In 2004, Deb was diagnosed with breast cancer and
was treated with radiation. Within two years, Beverly was
diagnosed with a similar breast cancer and was treated with
chemotherapy and radiation. It was in 2008 the oldest sister,
Sherry, was diagnosed with breast cancer and chose to have
a double mastectomy followed by radiation and
chemotherapy. In 2010, Karen’s pre-cancerous thyroid cells
were detected early and did not become malignant.

She became very active in the cancer care committee, getting
right to work on the committee’s first project, the new
Healing Garden. It was through that work that inspired Jim
and Beverly to financially support the project in honor of the
courageous cancer battles that she and her siblings have
faced. Beverly chose the fountain, saying it spoke to her as
she referenced the Bible scriptures that speak of “living
waters.”

“We were not aware of any cancer in our family history prior
to this,” recounts Beverly. “I recall being devastated when

“I wanted a part of the garden’s message to say, ‘I’m here
and I stand strong’,” said Beverly. “But I wanted something
that had movement, symbolizing life goes on.”
Both Jim and Beverly believe that faith is so important

during those difficult times. To them, the healing garden
gives the emotional and spiritual support many patients need
to handle the physical toll cancer takes on your body.
Beverly will begin an active role in the second phase of the
cancer care campaign, which focuses on meeting the
financial needs of our local patients through transportation,
prescription, and medical equipment assistance, as well as
monthly meals.
“Outside of the medical bills, there are so many extras that
can’t even be accounted for,” said Beverly. “I want to be a
part of lightening that burden for someone else.”
If you’re interested in learning more about how you can
support local cancer patients, reach out to Megan Jennings at
(660)-562-7933 or visit the foundation website at
www.stfrancishospitalfoundation.com.

